HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH NOVEL
author of the Ephtola Ho-Elian^ here gave an entertaining ver-
sion of current European politics, introducing countries and their
monarchs under Greek and Latin names for trees. Barclay's
Argents (1621) may have given him the idea ; this latter, in view of
its affinities to heroic romance, must stand over for consideration in
the next volume. A little later there fell from the press, anonymous
and unnoticed, a Latin romance, Nova Solyma llbri sex (1648),
which remained in obscurity till, in 1902, a student of Milton, the
Rev. Walter Beglcy, published an English translation, and attributed
it to the author of Paradne Lost. This is not a political Utopia,
but, with some conventional and insipid romance, sets forth an ideal
system of education, describing a model academy or university, an
elaborate pattern of literaly culture, with actual specimens of the
yield of poetry, and a programme of religious and cosmological
teaching.1
Amidst the controversies and agitations foi reform of the re-
volutionary epoch, a number of doctrinaire Utopias made their
appearance, Samuel Hartlib's Description of the Famous Kingdom
of Macaria (1641) was a tiactate, pure and simple, on agricultural
and educational projects. So too Gerard Winstanley, the digger or
leveller, in his larger treatise, The Law of Freedom hi a Platform
(1652), dealt with agratian and allied problems in a manner that
was Utopian in the theoretic rather than the literary sense. Nova
Solyma belongs propeily to the same group. James Harrington
was another theorist of this polemical time who chose to put his
views on rcfoim into the shape of a story, but with as little artistic
propriety as any of them. The Common-Wealth of Oceana (1656)
is a dry but statesmanlike description of an England that has
been thoroughly transformed by a new constitution. Harrington's
object was to propound a scheme for national reconstruction that
would approve itself to Cromwell, and be applied by him for the
settlement of the realm. His lord archon Olphaus Megaietor
stands obviously for the English Lord Protector, and is repre-
sented as spending sleepless nights in mental debate on the affairs
of Oceana. Having called together a committee of experts, he
1 See W. A. Neilson, "Nova Soiyma, a Romance attributed to John Milton"
(Mod. Philology, i., 1903-1904, pp. 5*5-546), ^or t^l(i case against Milton's
authoiship.

